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Purpose
The purpose of this project is the development of an app (TBIdentifier) that proactively 
evaluates variations in temperature to predict possible occurrence of Traumatic Brain 
Injuries (TBI) at the convenience of the user, and delivers decision-makers important 
information that can save lives and reduce the severity of brain injuries.

Approximately 300,000 cases of mild concussions occur each season for high school 
and collegiate athletes. Concussions make up approximately 5.5% of high school 
injuries and 6.2% of collegiate injuries (Theye & Mueller, 2004). Death due to TBI is 
often preventable when early care is provided. Early detection and treatment of brain 
injury is key to reducing mortality rates and brain damage from TBI. The TBIdentifier 
app can aid in educating and informing users and decision makers.



Materials
Below depicts several utilities leveraged during the development of the application. 

1. Apple HealthKit - for the efficient querying from the user’s health repository
2. Apple ChartsUI - for the visual representation of past temperatures 
3. SwiftUI - for the basic development of the app 
4. Firebase - for the profile building (Contacts)
5. Excel and SPSS
6. Data, images, and variables from Rzechorzek et al. (2022). A daily temperature 

rhythm in the human brain predicts survival after brain injury, Brain, Volume 145, 
Issue 6, June 2022, Pages 2031–2048, https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466

Awareness of daily human temperature variations in comparison to post-head injury 
temperature variations can predict traumatic brain injury (TBI) and facilitate more 
effective medical care

Hypothesis

https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466


Project Plans
Work Log and Project Plan



Flow Chart for TBIdentifier App Development
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Engineering Interface of TBIdentifier App



Study findings from Rzechorzek et al (2022)

• The study title is: A daily temperature rhythm in the human brain predicts 
survival after brain injury 

• The researchers found that Lack of a daily TBR rhythm increased odds of 
death in intensive care by a factor of 21

• Daily TBR rhythmicity emerged as the strongest single predictor of 
survival after brain a brain injury

• TBR range decreased in older patients (p=.018)

• TBR varied by time of day and was lowest at night
All from Rzechorzek et al. (2022). A daily temperature rhythm in the human brain predicts survival after brain injury, 
Brain, Volume 145, Issue 6, June 2022, Pages 2031–2048, https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466

https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466


Human Brain Temperature (TBR) is rarely measured 
and “normal range” is not well studied

Brain temperature is higher and varies more than 
previously assumed by age, time of day, brain region, 
and menstrual cycle

Body temperature is often used as a proxy for brain 
temperature because it tracks a similar rhythm. See 
brain (n = 104) and body ( n = 101) graph below from 
Rzechorzek et al. (2022)

Details about Temperature Variations

All from Rzechorzek et al. (2022). A daily temperature rhythm in the human brain predicts survival after brain injury, 
Brain, Volume 145, Issue 6, June 2022, Pages 2031–2048, https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466

https://doi.org/10.1093/brain/awab466


Synthesized Dataset for App Development

Based on the 95% Confidence Interval obtained with a healthy population in the Rzechorzek et al (2022) study, a 
variance coefficient below .5 indicates a significant lack of body temperature rhythm and is identified as 
potentially predictive of a traumatic brain event.



Analysis

Queries finding the Minima and 
Maxima of the sliding-window 
database of 3 days.

Building filter and 
information for queries

Execution of queries

Finding variance of data set

Initializing HKHealthStore

Adding Temperature Data Querying Temperature Data

Constructing object to write 
to HealthStore

Saving to HealthStore



Summary

► The researcher created an app (TBIdentifier) that predicts traumatic brain 
injuries (TBI) through the analysis of temperatures monitored at sleep and wake 
intervals, in comparison to temperatures following head injury / impact. 

► The TBIdentifier App allows users to monitor normal variations in temperature 
rhythm compared to variations in temperature rhythm after injury, to come out 
with a prediction and share that data to decision-makers such as parents and 
coaches if the user wishes to.

► The TBIdentifier App allows users to create emergency contacts of their own, 
with whom the app can share data when following the evaluation criterion.

► This temperature variation data can help users, parents, coaches and doctors to 
understand normal temperature variation and post-injury temperatures to make 
important medical care decisions and bring awareness and education around the 
importance and usefulness of the temperature variation data.



Future Work
Stage 2:

► Do further statistical analyses to thoroughly gain information for accurate 
diagnosis. 

► Obtaining entitlements necessary to gaining access to libraries such as 
Healthkit, when releasing for production.

Stage 3:
► Incorporate SMTP Servers and MessageUI to asynchronously sending messages 

and emails.

► Incorporate MapUI to provide location in addition to past history being sent to 
the emergency contacts.

Stage 4:
► Expanding infrastructure and platforms for the application (Currently IOS and 

can be expanded to Android and other available gadgets)

► App can be repurposed for other injuries/purposes


